The purpose of this paper is to develop automation parking system retribution at the public roadside with a relatively low cost using the Arduino devices. Expectations of this parking system are to support the smart city program and locally-generated revenue. The systems automated but still involving a human operator (a parking lot). The operator serves as coin changers, parking guide, etc. So with this cheap parking system, parking revenue data can be documented without reducing the number of jobs. In developing this system, the authors use the Arduino devices and the C programming language for control logic. System development methodology that I use is the Waterfall methodology. Waterfall methodology has several stages of the Analysis, System Design, Implementation, Integration, Operation and Maintenance. In the process of collecting data, the author uses the method of observation, interviews, and literature. The output will be generated from the development of this system is an automation parking system retribution at the public roadside device.
INTRODUCTION
Problems parking fees as a problem that there is no shadow edges. In this case we mean is how the problem of parking fees at the edge of a public road or in the traditional markets that the rules are not clear and are often misused by irresponsible person who is using the moment to reap a profit. The rules are made by the government as only a trimmer on a piece of paper which then becomes garbage ignored.
Local revenue (Pendapatan Asli Daerah) of the parking sector considered most vulnerable to leaks. The funds collected from a number of owners of vehicles that allegedly flowed into a number of parties. In fact, until there idiom ' deposit stealth ' among collectors parking. To avoid leaking of parking fees prepaid necessary equipment, tools installed in the terminal parking. The riders when a parked vehicle in accordance with the parking markers, further directed to a parking terminal box is located. The rider then inserting a coin payment in the form of coins Rp 500 or Rp 1000 accordance with the rates of parking time that has been predicted. If the rider does not pay, then the alarm will sound parking machines and parking attendants will be admonished. So, when payment is less than the time of parking, by the time the driver returned to the vehicle and get a parking machine alarm goes off, then he must pay the shortfall.
SYSTEM ANALYSYS
The tool functioned as a collector and collector of parking fees. Where the device must detect exactly no vehicles parked in the parking lot and do calculations of parking time and cost. if the fee is not paid by the driver alarm will sound. The alarm as a warning to the driver itself or the parking attendant to collect payment and put it into a means of payment. Payment is done by inserting coins. Driver who do not have coins, can trade them to the parking attendant. so in this case the parking attendant is still needed so it does not reduce job opportunities.
DESIGN SYSTEM
Based on of analysis system and then made design systems, including: Activity Diagram and Front End Design.
Activity Diagram
Activity diagram illustrates the work flow or activity on the system. Here is an activity diagram for parking retribution tools. 
CONCLUSIONS
Automatic parking systems using the coins is an automation system that is applied to the parking system on public roads. This tool is equipped with ultrasonic sensors that function as a detector of the presence or absence of parked vehicles. parking fee payment process is facilitated by a coin machine and a timer for that coin is inserted in accordance with the parking rates. We hope that through the application of prepaid parking could reduce the number of leaks. In fact, we claim by way of prepaid revenue from the levy for PAD can be maximized. This parking system is still far from perfect, it is still necessary analyzes can be applied to improve it. but we believe that the basis of this system will contribute to the settlement of the problem PAD revenue leak from parking retribution. We are open for anyone who wants to work together to develop it. 
